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Nikola Tesla, 1856-1943, the man who invented the "flying
saucer"
by Christian Soderberg
(for henrymakow.com)
In 1911, Nikola Tesla revealed he was working on an anti gravity "flying
machine".

"My flying machine will have neither wings nor propellers. You might
see it on the ground and you would never guess that it was a flying
machine. Yet it will be able to move at will through the air in any
direction with perfect safety, at higher speeds than have yet been
reached, regardless of weather and oblivious of "holes in the air" or
downward currents. It will ascend in such currents if desired. It can
remain absolutely stationary in the air, even in a wind, for great
length of time. Its lifting power will not depend upon any such
delicate devices as the bird has to employ, but upon positive
mechanical action." - Nikola Tesla in New York Herald Tribune, Oct.
15, 1911
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1911-10-15.htm

What happened to this anti-gravity craft of Tesla's?

When we understand that Tesla's "flying saucer" was powered by a so
called "free energy system", a.k.a. 'over unity'-system (you get more
energy out than you put in) at a time when the fledgling aviation and
motor car industry was based on the oil and petroleum, it is quite easy to
understand what happened to these inventions.
Extracting energy from the Aether, and the so called 'aether physics', is
based on the cosmos being 'all filled with substance', which is in constant,
perpetual motion.
Because there is no empty space in the cosmos, every time the "aether"
gets disturbed, which is all the time, 'replacement' takes place, and so the
whole cosmos is in constant motion, energized by the so called Zero Point
Radiation (ZPR), the electromagnetic-radiation between all particles of the
cosmos, which comes in various frequencies, effecting the different
particles accordingly.
The same way the atoms of our bodies are in constant motion, oscillating,
and being 'kept together and separate' by electromagnetism, so it is also
with this 'all permeating medium', the aether, which transmits the ZPR to
the atomic matter, so energizing it.
In "layman's terms"; the craft excludes itself from the gravity of planetary
bodies with high frequency and high voltage electromagnetic radiation,
and propels itself in the aether-medium with these HF-electromagnetic
waves. Because the craft is excluded from the planetary gravity, the
crafts are capable of fantastic acceleration and sharp turns in high speed
without the crew inside the craft feeling any G-force effects.
Not only did the so called Illuminati (industrialist-banking cabal) steal this
"aether physics"-technology, they also changed the "human knowledge of
physics", replacing the knowledge of this aether-cosmos with Einstein's
theories, now promoted everywhere.
..to name few benefiting from this theft.
- J P Morgan (banking, energy, railroads, US Steel)
- Edison & General Electric (oil &energy, railroads, aviation, war
industrials, banking)
- Rockefellers (oil, banking, Nazi connections through IG Farben)
- Rothschilds (banking, oil & natural resources ..connections to Kuhn Loeb
& company through Jacob Schiff )
- Ford motors (motors, war industrials)
- Brown Brothers Harriman & Co (banking, ship yards, railroads, IG
Farben)
- Du Ponts (chemicals& war industrials, General Motors, IG Farben)
- Vanderbilts (railroads, ship yards)
- Boeing Company (aviation)

- Lockheed (aviation)
... Oil & energy, steel and other natural resources, railroads, ship yards,
aviation, car industry, spare parts, logistics, banking & finance, war
industrial complex ..are some of the reasons to steal and keep this
technology hidden.
The official excuse behind this technology theft by this industrialistbanking cabal would be, of course; "In the interest of national security"
.."if Al CIA-da got hold of these..".
Hiding this technology "for national security" has cost humanity trillions
and trillions of dollars and wrecked the health of humanity and the planet.
For more information on Tesla's "flying saucer"-technology i suggest
reading the books by William R. Lyne; Pentagon Aliens, Occult Ether
Physics: Tesla's Hidden Space Propulsion System and the Conspiracy to
Conceal It and Occult Science Dictatorship
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